Dr Greene Dr Greene ' ' s Main Points s Main Points
Our nation continues to grow and expand each day with an increase in multiculturalism.
As a nation have to come to grips with this and accept it.
Every individual plays an important role in our society and the voices of all citizens need to be heard.
With America's increasing cultural diversity, Dr. Greene stresses the need to recognize John Dewey's philosophy as a "Great Community"
..Main Points Continued.. ..Main Points Continued..
Dr. Greene wishes for people to Dr. Greene wishes for people to rediscover or discover for the first time rediscover or discover for the first time the uniqueness of each person. the uniqueness of each person.
She feels each individual is unique and She feels each individual is unique and he or she has a right to be heard and he or she has a right to be heard and recognized in the national community. recognized in the national community.
We continue to damage our society We continue to damage our society when we silence people of different when we silence people of different cultures, races, and sexes. cultures, races, and sexes.
" "We need to repair this social damage We need to repair this social damage" " (Greene, 1993, pg 351) . (Greene, 1993, pg 351 (Greene, 1993, pg. 351) . (Greene, 1993, pg. 351 She advocates not labeling people through outward appearances an She advocates not labeling people through outward appearances and d getting to know them through dialogue. getting to know them through dialogue.
Recognizes that American faces a challenge in the next
Recognizes that American faces a challenge in the next century of shaping a truly public culture, one that is responsiv century of shaping a truly public culture, one that is responsive to the e to the long silences cultures of color. long silences cultures of color.
Points out the lessons of Henry Louis Gates, Jr. Points out the lessons of Henry Louis Gates, Jr. " "Education might be an invitation into the art of this conversati Education might be an invitation into the art of this conversation in on in which we learn to recognize the voices, each conditioned by a which we learn to recognize the voices, each conditioned by a different perception of the world. Common sense says that you do different perception of the world. Common sense says that you don n' 't t bracket out 90% of the world bracket out 90% of the world' 's cultural heritage if you really want to s cultural heritage if you really want to learn about the world learn about the world" " (Greene, 1993, pg. 352).
(Greene, 1993, pg. 352).
Towards a Towards a Community of Persons Community of Persons
Hopes our nation reaches a sense of Hopes our nation reaches a sense of plurality. plurality.
" " Plurality is the condition of human action
Plurality is the condition of human action because we are all the same, that is, because we are all the same, that is, human, in such a way that nobody is ever human, in such a way that nobody is ever the same as anyone else who ever lived, the same as anyone else who ever lived, lives or will live lives or will live " " (Greene, 1993, pg. 352) . (Greene, 1993, pg. 352 ).
Silence and Invisibility: Silence and Invisibility: The Need to Repair The Need to Repair
Points out that many people feel their stories aren Points out that many people feel their stories aren ' ' t t worth telling and that no one will wish to here them. worth telling and that no one will wish to here them. There have been many successful voices heard in our There have been many successful voices heard in our past history, but there have also been many voices past history, but there have also been many voices that have remained silenced and absent. that have remained silenced and absent. According to Greene, this is important because it According to Greene, this is important because it harms society. harms society. These people These people " " lie outside history lie outside history " " and diminish the and diminish the community, leave an empty space, and leave their community, leave an empty space, and leave their realities undefined. realities undefined. 
Greene points out that what history has overlooked in the past h Greene points out that what history has overlooked in the past has to
as to be restored whether it has to do with Afro Americans, Hispanics, be restored whether it has to do with Afro Americans, Hispanics, Asians, women, Jews, Native Americans, the Irish or Polish. Asians, women, Jews, Native Americans, the Irish or Polish.
Luckily, there has been an emergence of multicultural literature Luckily, there has been an emergence of multicultural literature which which helps diversify our experience and change our ideas of the time, helps diversify our experience and change our ideas of the time, the the lives, relationships, and memories that we once construed. lives, relationships, and memories that we once construed.
Representation & Representation & Ownership Ownership
A memorable quote: A memorable quote:
" "My point has to do with openness and variety as well as with inc My point has to do with openness and variety as well as with inclusion. It has to do lusion. It has to do with the avoidance of fixities, of stereotypes, even the stereot with the avoidance of fixities, of stereotypes, even the stereotypes linked to ypes linked to multiculturalism. To view a person as in some sense "representat multiculturalism. To view a person as in some sense "representative" of Asian ive" of Asian culture (too frequently grouping together human beings as divers culture (too frequently grouping together human beings as diverse as Japanese, e as Japanese, Koreans, Chinese, Vietnamese) or Hispanic culture or Afro Koreans, Chinese, Vietnamese) or Hispanic culture or Afro--American culture is to American culture is to presume an objective reality called "culture," a homogeneous and presume an objective reality called "culture," a homogeneous and fixed presence fixed presence that that can can be adequately represented by existing subjects. Do Amy Tan's mat be adequately represented by existing subjects. Do Amy Tan's maternal ernal characters embody the same reality as Maxine Hong Kingston's War characters embody the same reality as Maxine Hong Kingston's Warrior Woman?
rior Woman? Does Richard Wright's Bigger Thomas stand for the same thing as Does Richard Wright's Bigger Thomas stand for the same thing as Miss Miss Celie Celie stands for in Alice Walker's The Color Purple? Do we not stands for in Alice Walker's The Color Purple? Do we not know know the person in the the person in the front row of our classroom, or the one sharing the raft, or the front row of our classroom, or the one sharing the raft, or the one drinking next to us one drinking next to us at the bar by her/his cultural affiliation? at the bar by her/his cultural affiliation?" " (Greene, 1993, pg. 357) . (Greene, 1993, pg. 357 (Greene, (Greene, 1993 , pg.360 1993 . ).
